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Abstract—Controlling a non-statically stable biped is a difficult
problem largely due to the complex hybrid dynamics involved.
Recent work has demonstrated the effectiveness of reinforcement
learning (RL) for simulation-based training of neural network
controllers that successfully transfer to real bipeds. The existing
work, however, has primarily used simple memoryless network
architectures, even though more sophisticated architectures, such
as those including memory, often yield superior performance in
other RL domains. In this work, we consider recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) for sim-to-real biped locomotion, allowing for
policies that learn to use internal memory to model impor-
tant physical properties. We show that while RNNs are able
to significantly outperform memoryless policies in simulation,
they do not exhibit superior behavior on the real biped due
to overfitting to the simulation physics unless trained using
dynamics randomization to prevent overfitting; this leads to
consistently better sim-to-real transfer. We also show that RNNs
could use their learned memory states to perform online system
identification by encoding parameters of the dynamics into
memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning has shown significant promise as a
tool for solving complex control problems such as manipula-
tion and legged locomotion. Recent work in transferring these
trained controllers from simulation onto real robots has also
enjoyed encouraging results [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], but many of
these approaches use simple memoryless policy architectures,
which could limit the extraction of useful information. Use of
memory-based architectures has the potential to yield better
performance in partially-observed domains, which has been
observed in a variety of applications [7, 8, 9]. In this work,
we demonstrate, for the first time, the application of learned,
memory-based control to dynamic locomotion on the bipedal
robot Cassie produced by Agility Robotics.
Memory-based controllers, such as recurrent neural net-
works (RNN), are a potentially powerful choice for solving
highly dynamic nonlinear control problems due to their ability
to infer important information about systems that is not
directly observable [1, 10]. Though classical control meth-
ods [11, 12, 13] have made exceptional progress in bipedal
control, these approaches often require disturbance observers
to account for model inaccuracies [14, 15] and are generally
memory-based, containing some sort of hidden state which is
updated in real-time. These can be seen as either predictive
or history-compressing mechanisms, usually requiring tedious
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Fig. 1: We use recurrent neural networks and dynamics randomization
to greatly improve the sim-to-real transfer rate and demonstrate
learned, memory-based control on the bipedal robot, Cassie. RNNs
trained without dynamics randomization are unable to consistently
transfer to hardware (failures darkened and overlaid with X), while
the same RNNs, when trained with dynamics randomization, are able
to consistently transfer to the real world when trained with dynamics
randomization.
hand-tuning of gains. Conversely, RNNs have been shown to
be able to infer the dynamics of systems thanks to the memory
contained in their hidden state, effectively performing implicit
system identification [1, 16], suggesting that they could fill
the role of a disturbance observer and make memory-based
learned control policies more robust than other, non-memory-
based methods.
While the representational power offered by RNNs has the
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potential to solve new classes of challenging control problems,
it also increases the potential for overfitting. This can be
problematic when training occurs in simulated environments,
which do not necessarily correspond well to the real en-
vironment [17]. In particular, an expressive RNN controller
may learn to exploit details of the simulation dynamics that
are maladaptive in the real world, leading to failure. As we
demonstrate in our experiments, this is what we observe for
our bipedal locomotion problem. That is, despite achieving
significantly higher rewards than memoryless controllers in
simulation, the same RNN controllers suffer from poor per-
formance in the real world.
A common way to help address this sim-to-real challenge
is the use of dynamics randomization during simulation-based
training. In particular, by training across different simulation
environments with varying dynamics properties, the learned
controller is less likely to exploit idiosyncrasies of any one
dynamics setting. One of the main contributions of our work
is to demonstrate that this approach is highly effective for
training RNN controllers for the Cassie biped. We show that
by randomizing a small number of dynamics parameters over
reasonable ranges, the RNNs can be consistently trained in
simulation and successfully transferred to the real world. We
further give insight into the success of the RNN controllers, by
demonstrating that the latent memory is able to effectively en-
code important dynamics parameters based on the observation
history.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning paradigm that
seeks to train agents to maximize an expected reward through
trial-and-error [18]. Reinforcement learning problems are often
formalized as an agent interacting with a Markov decision
process (MDP) in order to learn a behavior to maximize
expected returns. This problem is typically presented in a
manner in which an agent receives a state st at timestep t from
the MDP, which the agent acts on based on its policy pi(at|st).
The MDP’s transition function receives the agent’s action at
and returns the next state st+1 and reward rt based on the
action taken. The policy is often a stochastic policy, in which
case it is a function pi(a|s) which takes in a state s and outputs
the parameters of a distribution, usually the mean and standard
deviation of a normal distribution. The reward r = R(s, a) is a
scalar signal that expresses how good a particular state-action
pair is. The agent’s goal is then to find an optimal policy that
maximizes expected return J(pi),
J(pi) = Epi
[
T∑
t=0
γtrt
]
where T is the horizon of an episode, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the
discount factor.
B. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
An effective solution to many RL problems is the family
of policy gradient algorithms, in which the gradient of the ex-
pected return with respect to the policy parameters is computed
and used to update the parameters through gradient ascent.
PPO is a model-free policy gradient algorithm which samples
data through interaction with the environment and optimizes
a “surrogate” objective function. PPO introduces a modified
objective function that adopts clipped probability ratios which
forms a pessimistic estimate of the policy’s performance [19].
It also addresses the problem of excessive policy updates by
restricting changes that move the probability ratio,
rt(θ) =
piθ(at|st)
piθold(at|st)
too far away from 1. The probability ratio is a measure of
how different the current policy is from the previous policy
(the policy before the last update). The smaller the ratio the
greater the difference. The “surrogate” objective function is
then modified into the clipped objective:
L(θ) = Et
[
min
(
rt(θ)Aˆt, clip(rt(θ), 1− , 1 + )Aˆt
)]
where  is a tunable hyperparameter that increases or de-
creases the bounds which constrain the probability ratio rt(θ).
Clipping the probability ratio discourages the policy from
changing too much and taking the minimum results in using
the lower, pessimistic bound of the unclipped objective. Thus
any change in the probability ratio rt(θ) is included when it
makes the objective worse, and otherwise is ignored [19]. This
can prevent the policy from changing too quickly and leads to
more stable learning.
C. RNNs for Control Problems
RNNs have been successfully applied to many control
domains using reinforcement learning, often resulting in per-
formance superior to feedforward networks. Singla et al. [20]
shows that using deep recurrent Q networks (DRQN) instead
of conventional feedforward Q Networks in UAV navigation
results in less collisions and more energy-efficient performance
[20]. Hausknecht and Stone [21] also use DRQNs for Atari
games, finding that DRQNs with a single observation are a
viable alternative to DQNs with a history of states, and that
DRQNs are more robust to partial observability that non-
memory based agents. It has been shown that RNNs can store
and recollect information for arbitrarily long amounts of time
[22], as well as perform system identification as noted in Heess
et al. [16] and further explored in Peng et al. [1]. Furthermore,
RNNs can do so through gradient descent, without hand-tuning
of hyperparameters, in contrast to feedforward networks which
require access to hand-picked fixed window of state histories
[23].
Thus, while RNNs have been shown to be extremely
successful in achieving superior performance to feedforward
networks on a variety of robotic control tasks, some even
on hardware [1], they have not yet been demonstrated for
the task of real-world robotic bipedal locomotion. This task
differs significantly from other control tasks, such as robotic
arm manipulation, due to the significant underactuation of the
system and complicated contact dynamics.
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Fig. 2: We provide an RNN with a clock input, a velocity command,
and information about the robot’s state. The RNN produces joint
position commands at 33Hz, which are translated into torque-level
commands by a PD controller at 2kHz.
D. Dynamics Randomization
Dynamics randomization [1] [5] is the practice of random-
izing physics parameters of the simulated environment in the
hopes that training agents on a variety of possible dynamics
will lead to better performance in the real world. Tan et al. [5]
leverage this technique to learn quadruped locomotion from
scratch in a physics simulator and then deploy the learned
controller into hardware, while Peng et al. [1] use a similar
system to train a robotic arm to manipulate objects in the
real world. They improve the robustness of control policies
by simulating latency as well as physical properties such as
mass, joint center of mass, joint damping, and other similar
parameters of the environment.
More formally, using notation from Peng et al. [1], the ob-
jective is to train a memory-based agent to perform manipula-
tion tasks under the conditions set by the real world dynamics
p∗(st+1|st, at). However, sampling from these dynamics is not
very time-efficient. Instead, the agent is trained across a wide
range of possible dynamics by using a set of dynamics param-
eters µ, sampled from a multivariate uniform distribution, to
parameterize the simulation dynamics pˆµ(st+1|st, at), so the
objective is reframed as attempting to maximize the expected
return over the distribution of dynamics parameters ρµ.
III. METHOD
A. State Space and Action Space
The policy’s input consists of:
Xt =

fvel desired forward speed
sin( 2piωL ) clock input
cos( 2piωL ) clock input
qˆ, ˆ˙q robot state
Where fvel is the desired forward speed, sin( 2piωL ) and
cos( 2piωL ) are clock inputs, ω is an integer that increments
by one every policy evaluation step, L is the phase length
of the reference motion, and qˆ, ˆ˙q are a collection of sensor-
based estimates of robot orientation, joint positions, and joint
velocities. In total, the input dimension of the networks is 49.
The outputs of the policy are simply raw motor PD targets,
much like Xie et al. [4].
The policy is evaluated every 30 milliseconds, or roughly
33Hz, while the PD controller operates at 2kHz, as can be
seen in Figure 2. The control rate was chosen because it
corresponds to an even 60 cycles of the PD controller. The
output of the policy is added to a constant “neutral position”
offset and then fed directly into the motor PD controllers. The
“neutral position” corresponds to the static motor positions of
the robot standing at rest. For more details of the system setup
we refer readers to Xie et al. [4], who use a similar system.
B. Reward Design
Our learning process makes use of a reference trajectory
produced by an expert walking controller to help the policy
learn in the initial stages of training. The reference trajectory
contains a sequence of states of the robot walking forward at 1
m/s. Though the reference contains the full robot state at each
timestep, we only use the center of mass position, orientation,
and velocity, motor positions, and spring positions. All policies
were trained to maximize the following reward function:
R =0.20 · exp(−qerr) +0.20 · exp(−x˙err)
+0.05 · exp(−xerr) +0.20 · exp(−y˙err)
+0.30 · exp(−orienterr) +0.05 · exp(−springerr)
(1)
qerr, x˙err, xerr, and springerr are squared error terms between the
robot’s joint positions, forward velocity, forward position, and
passive spring position and that of the corresponding reference
state. These terms encourage the policy to follow the reference
motion. To prevent long-term sideways drift, we penalize the
y velocity y˙err. To keep the robot facing straight, we use
orientationerr which is the quaternion difference between the
robot’s orientation and an orientation which faces straight
ahead.
It is important to note that while the reward function is
partially based on a reference motion, very similarly to Xie
et al. [4], the agent does not actually receive any information
about the reference motion in the input space, aside from a
clock input which corresponds roughly to the walking cycle
of the reference motion. Though we believe that the recurrent
policies do not have any theoretical reason for needing a clock
input, we were not able to train any to walk on hardware
without it.
C. Dynamics Randomization
At the start of each episode during training, we randomize
61 dynamics parameters. A description of these parameters
can be found in Table I.
We aggressively randomize the pelvis center of mass be-
cause we believe the robot’s center of mass in simulation
differs significantly from the center of mass we see on hard-
ware; the results we see on hardware appear to confirm this
phenomenon. While this is not as principled as randomizing
the entire robot’s center of mass, we find that it introduces
enough noise into the simulation dynamics to overcome the
sim-to-real gap.
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Fig. 3: A diagram of the RNN structure (left) and conventional NN structure (right) we use in our experiments. The recurrent policy has
connections which loop back onto itself, so that information from previous timesteps is available. This produces a memory-like mechanism,
allowing the RNN to encode things about the state history which may be useful for choosing actions. Both networks have approximately
the same number of parameters.
Parameter Unit Range
Joint damping Nms/rad [0.5, 1.5]× default values
Joint mass kg [0.7, 1.3]× default values
Pelvis CoM (x) cm [−25, 6] from origin
Pelvis CoM (y) cm [−7, 7] plus default
Pelvis CoM (z) cm [−4, 4] plus default
TABLE I: We chose ranges for each parameter based on estimates
of uncertainty. In addition, when robot behaviors seemed sensitive to
a particular parameter and this parameter seemed to be wrong, we
increased the randomization range to reduce sensitivity.
D. Recurrent Proximal Policy Optimization
We trained all policies with PPO, a model-free reinforce-
ment learning algorithm. However, correctly calculating the
gradient of an RNN requires the use of the backpropagation
through time (BPTT) algorithm, which necessitates special
measures when sampling from the replay buffer. Thus, we
use PPO with the exception that for recurrent policies, instead
of sampling individual timesteps from the replay buffer, we
sample batches of entire trajectories. In addition, we collect
statistics including the mean state sµ and standard deviation
sσ before training, and use these to normalize states during
training and during evaluation. We found this prenormalization
step to be very important for consistent performance. In
addition, we used a threshold to stop the KL divergence
between the old policy and new policy from growing too
large by aborting the optimization step early if the threshold
was surpassed. Pseudocode of the recurrent version of the
algorithm that we used can be seen in Algorithm 1.
E. Network Architecture
All policies had an input dimension of length 49, and an
output dimension of size 10. The recurrent policy used was
a Long Short-Term Memory [22] network consisting of two
LSTM layers of 128 units each, and a linear output layer.
Our conventional neural network, or feedforward (FF), policies
had two hidden layers of 300 units each, which was roughly
equivalent in terms of parameter count to the recurrent policy.
Algorithm 1 Recurrent PPO
Require: klthresh ≥ 0 ∈ R
Require: N > 0 ∈ Z,K > 0 ∈ Z
Collect state mean sµ and standard deviation sσ
for iteration=1,2,... do
buff = []
θold ← θ
Collect N rollouts from environment into buff.
Compute advantage estimates Aˆbuff.
for epoch=1,2, ... K do
for batch=1,2, ... do
sˆ, aˆ, Aˆ← sample trajectories from buff.
Optimize surrogate L wrt θ, using sˆ, aˆ, Aˆ
if KL(piθ(sˆ, aˆ), piθold(sˆ, aˆ)) > klthresh then
break
end if
end for
end for
end for
During training, we used a fixed action standard deviation with
a value of e−2.
The recurrent critic was also an LSTM network with two
layers of 128 units each, with a single output representing
the value function. The feedforward critic was similarly a
network with two hidden layers of 300 units each, in order to
maintain parameter-count equivalence with the recurrent critic.
No information about the dynamics disturbances was provided
to either the policy or the critic in the input space.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation
We trained ten LSTM networks and ten FF networks with
dynamics randomization, and ten LSTM networks and ten FF
networks without dynamics randomization, each with separate
random seeds. When training the recurrent policies, we used a
Fig. 4: A PCA projection of the hidden layer activations of a
feedforward policy (top) and of an LSTM policy (bottom) could
imply that using an LSTM policy better enables learning of cyclic
behaviors. Each dot represents a two-dimensional projection of all
latent states for a single timestep. Dots become lighter as a function
of time.
batch size of 64 trajectories and a maximum trajectory length
of 300 timesteps, equal to 9 seconds of simulation time. When
training the feedforward policies, we used a batch size of 1024
timesteps. Each recurrent network took about sixteen hours
to train on a machine with 56 CPU cores and 112 threads,
while feedforward networks took about six hours on the same
machine. All networks were trained for fifty million simulation
timesteps, and each iteration we sampled about fifty thousand
timesteps from the simulated environment. We used PyTorch
[24] to train and execute the policy, and Adam [25] as our
optimizer. As can be seen in Figure 5, when trained without
dynamics randomization, LSTM networks attain a significantly
higher reward than feedforward networks, with surprisingly
little variance. Feedforward networks obtain a notably lower
reward, with high variance. We attribute this difference to
the LSTM overfitting the dynamics of the simulation, as
feedforward networks appear to perform roughly at the same
level as LSTM networks in sim-to-real when both are trained
without dynamics randomization.
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Fig. 5: Reward curve of LSTM and FF networks during training
without dynamics randomization. The LSTM achieves a much higher
reward with remarkably little variance, but both networks perform
roughly the same on hardware.
We conducted a robustness test in simulation across ten
chosen sets of dynamics, taken from the range in Table I.
The results can be seen in Table II. We randomly sample ten
sets of dynamics parameters and measure the average time
each type of policy is able to remain upright and walking for
each of the ten sets. As can be seen, dynamics randomization
improves performance of both policy types and LSTM with
dynamics randomization performs the best.
We also include a dimension-reduced visualization of the
latent spaces of both a feedforward and LSTM policy using
principal component analysis, seen in Figure 4. The projection
of the latent states is in both cases highly cyclic, though the
LSTM policy is much more neatly segmented into 28 distinct
points, matching the clock cycle of the reference trajectory.
The shape of these projections aligns with our intuition that
a bipedal walking controller should learn behaviors which
are cyclical, and could indicate that LSTM networks have an
advantage in emulating this.
Parameter Set LSTM LSTM DR FF FF DR
µ1 1.3s > 40.0s 1.6s 17.1s
µ2 > 40.0s > 40.0s > 40s > 40.0s
µ3 1.9s > 40.0s 6.7s 14.3s
µ4 1.5s > 40.0s 1.6s 1.93s
µ5 > 40.0s > 40.0s 36.7s > 40.0s
µ6 1.6s > 40.0s 1.7s 35.2s
µ7 > 40.0s > 40.0s 36.3s 13.7s
µ8 > 40.0s > 40.0s 4.8s 19.2s
µ9 28.8s > 40.0s 12.2s 23.6s
µ10 > 40.0s > 40.0s 6.7s 15.8s
Avg. 23.5s 40.0s 14.8s 22.1s
TABLE II: Average time (in seconds) that ten randomly seeded
policies were able to walk in simulation subject to the conditions
of the randomly chosen dynamics parameters µi, sampled from the
distributions specified in Table I. The last row gives the averaged
values over all 10 sets of dynamics parameters.
B. Hardware
Results are best seen in our accompanying video 1. All of
the recurrent policies trained with dynamics randomization
are able to walk forward for at least forty seconds on the
real robot, while LSTMs and FF networks trained without
randomization fail to consistently transfer to hardware.
We were unable to get FF policies trained with dynam-
ics randomization to work on hardware, as they exhibited
extremely shaky behavior and evaluating them would have
likely resulted in damage to our robot. We believe that the
reason for this shakiness is the aggressive amount of dynamics
randomization we do in simulation, which interferes with the
ability of memoryless agents to learn.
We note that all of the LSTM policies trained with dynamics
randomization are able to successfully walk on Cassie, while
only two LSTM policies trained without randomization are
able to enter a stable walking gait. Feedforward networks
perform slightly better than LSTM networks when both are
trained without dynamics randomization, though much like
Xie et al. [4], we observe significant shakiness and instability
on FF networks, which is not present in the LSTM networks.
Seed LSTM LSTM DR FF
1 7s > 40s 0s
2 7s > 40s 16s
3 > 40s > 40s > 40s
4 11s > 40s 9s
5 3s > 40s 33s
6 3s > 40s 0s
7 2s > 40s 5s
8 0s > 40s 3s
9 > 40s > 40s 7s
10 4s > 40s 10s
Avg. 11.7s 40s 12.3s
TABLE III: Time (in seconds) that a policy resulting from a seed
was able to walk in the real world. We cut off experiments that run
for more than 40 seconds.
Of particular difficulty to most policies was stepping in-
place. We have reason to believe that the robot’s true center
of mass position is significantly different from the center
of mass position we simulate. As a means of addressing
this discrepancy, we randomize the pelvis center of mass x
location in order to move the center of mass of the full robot
forward and backward, exposing agents to potential differences
between simulation and the real world. None of the policies
trained without dynamics randomization were able to step
in-place, though some were able to walk forward. This is
likely because the robot center of mass discrepancy is made
worse by the fact that low-speed or no-speed walking is much
more dynamically unstable than walking at speed. All of the
recurrent policies trained with dynamics randomization were
able to transfer to hardware successfully and walk in a straight
line for over forty seconds.
1https://youtu.be/V8 JVvdJt I
C. Dynamics extraction
We assume that in order for a memory-based agent to
succeed in an environment with unknown dynamics, it is
advantageous to maintain a compressed history of states that
includes encoded estimates about those dynamics to determine
which action to take. We hypothesize that it should be possible
to extract these embedded dynamics from an RNN trained with
dynamics randomization by imagining the hidden states of the
RNN as the latent representation of an autoencoder, and use
supervised learning to decode these latent representations back
into the original dynamics.
Using these hidden state and ground truth dynamics pairs,
we constructed datasets of 40,000 training data points, and
10,000 testing data points for each policy tested. We then
trained a decoder network to predict the dynamics from the
recurrent hidden states.
For most of the dynamics parameters, we found that dynam-
ics randomization did not provide an advantage in allowing
LSTMs to encode information about the dynamics into their
hidden states. This is probably due to the state-history com-
pression ability of RNNs, which contained enough information
for the decoder network to make approximate guesses at the
true value, regardless of whether the encoder had been trained
with dynamics randomization.
However, we were able to consistently predict the position
of the pelvis center of mass in the sagittal axis with higher
fidelity when it was encoded using LSTMs trained with
dynamics randomization, as can be seen in Table IV. This
is consistent with our expectations, as it was the dynamics pa-
rameter that we most aggressively randomized. This suggests
that in simulation, joint damping and joint mass were simply
not important enough to bother accounting for individually,
and instead policies just learned to be as robust as possible
to variations in these quantities instead of attempting to infer
information about their actual values. Since we chose such a
large range for pelvis center of mass, however, policies were
unable to merely learn behavior that was robust across the
entire range of possible values.
Policy Mean Absolute Error Mean Percent Error
LSTM (randomization) 1.77mm 30.8%
LSTM (no randomization) 2.99mm 62.4%
TABLE IV: Mean Absolute Error and Mean Percent Error for the
decoder network’s prediction of the pelvis center of mass in the
sagittal axis. Here, the decoder networks are able to decode far more
information about the pelvis center of mass from the memory of
the policies trained with dynamics randomization than the policies
trained without dynamics randomization, implying that this was a
useful quantity to encode into memory.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we showed that we were able to successfully
and consistently train recurrent neural networks to control a
Cassie robot. The policies were learned and tested first in
simulation, then transferred to the robot, demonstrating the
robustness and promise of this approach. We also demonstrate
that recurrent neural networks appear to require some type of
dynamics randomization to consistently transfer to hardware
for our task, and offer the explanation that recurrent neural
networks tend to overfit the dynamics of the simulation. We
further show that recurrent networks are capable of encoding
important information about disturbances in the dynamics into
their memory, and that this information can be extracted using
a decoder network; thus, recurrent networks can perform, for
our task, online system identification.
Our success in these areas has implications for those seeking
to apply reinforcement learning to complex dynamical sys-
tems. The ability of recurrent neural networks to do online
system identification as well as behave as controllers means
that they have the potential to reduce model complexity while
increasing robustness. Future work might include investigat-
ing how drastic disturbances must be during training for a
recurrent neural network to account for them rather than just
being robust to them. Further investigation could also look into
the limits of what a recurrent network is able to infer from
dynamics. RNNs could also give insight into which aspects
of dynamical systems are highly sensitive so users can decide
which control areas require more focus than others. We feel
that our findings relating to memory-based control here are
not only interesting for practical reasons, but also consistent
with the motivation behind the creation and use of disturbance
observers in classical control methods.
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